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It is sho~n that a fully self-consistent equation of state with realistic interactions gives entropy in
excellent agreement with recent experimental data. %e suggest that entropy production can be
reasonably approximated by a free Fermi gas with effective mass.

PACS numbers: 25.70.—z, 21.65.+f

One of the main motivations of heavy-ion physics is
to study the bulk properties of baryonic matter under
unusual conditions of densities and temperatures.
Although the information about the properties of the
dense hot matter thus created is somewhat obscured
by the fact that the matter remains hot and dense only
for a very short time ( ( 10 22 sec), thus raising many
fundamental questions including thermalization, it has
been proposed' to look into the entropy production as
one of the observables providing information on such
a matter. This generated a lot of activity2 " in the
area, including the search for phase transitions to exot-
ic matter. The general feeling seems to be emerging to
stay still within the baryonic matter. The situation has
taken new dimensions in the light of new experimental
observations. 2

These experiments have been done for EL = 42, 92,
and 137 MeV/nucleon and correspond to average tem-
peratures T„„=18,25, and 35 MeV, temperatures
above the critical point, and thus provide information
about the stable matter beyond the region of instabili-
ty. The corresponding density of matter, another piece
of information needed to specify the entropy, lies in
the range of (0.3-0.7)po, however, the best fit is
found with p=0.5pp. These experiments have galva-
nized the activity in the area. The present Letter pro-
vides an alternative explanation of the experimental
observations within a fully self-consistent model using
realistic IVX interactions and gives a coherent picture
of the entropy production in heavy-ion collisions
without assuming the breakup of the phases.

The basic ingredient in studying the bulk properties
of matter is its equation of state. Consequently it is vi-
tal that a reliable fully self-consistent equation of state
with realistic interactions must be available before any
definite conclusions can be drawn. Calculation of the
equation of state involving realistic interactions among

0 = 00+ 0)+ A2+. . . , (2)

where Qo, O~, Q2, . . . are the contributions to the
thermodynamic potential due to the unperturbed part,
one-body part (single-particle potential), and two-body
part (binary collision) of the Hamiltonian. It must be
noticed that our formalism is limited to 02, but using
the Brueckner reaction matrix instead of the bare NN
force. The number density n is given by

n = X,n, = X, [1+exp([e,(k) —p,,1/T) ) ', (3)

where It,, and n, are the chemical potential and
number density of nucleons with isospin 7 (+ for pro-

other things should accurately account for the strong
nature of the interaction. It should also properly ac-
count for the scattering to intermediate states. In ad-
dition the degeneracy and the single-particle potential
should be calculated self-consistently as well. The for-
malism presented here takes into account all these
things self-consistently and consequently gives the ful-

ly self-consistent realistic equation of state.
At zero temperature, Brueckner theory is commonly

used to account for the strong nature of the interaction
in terms of two-body potentials. However, because of
compression, the matter in heavy-ion collisions gets
heated up. One should, therefore, bring in the tem-
perature effects in the formalism as well.

In the finite-temperature case, '2 one starts by calcu-
lating the grand thermodynamic potential (0) per
unit volume:

D = —p= —Tln Trexp[ —(0 p, n)/T], —

where 0, p, T, p, , and n are the Hamiltonian, pressure,
temperature, chemical potential, and number density,
respectively. The thermodynamic potential can be ex-
panded as a linked-cluster expansion, i.e.,
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tons and —for neutrons). Here we have put the Boltzmann constant equal to 1. The proton-to-neutron ratio is de-
fined by ~ = n+/n . The single-particle energy is given by

e, = (fk ) '/2m, + U, ( k ), (4)

where U, (k ) is the single-particle potential and has to be determined self-consistently from the equation" '3

U (k, ) = (I/4m')„' dk2[n (k, )g (Es,ki, k2) + n (k2)g + (&g,ki, k2) ], (5)

where the n's in the above equation are the Fermi dis-
tribution functions defined in Eq. (3) and the g's are
the interaction matrices [Eq. (6)]. It is important to
emphasize the following concerning the single-particle
potential. One notes that a single-particle potential is
needed in n (k2) and g in order to calculate the single-
particle potential itself. Consequently one must calcu-
late it by iteration. Besides, the chemical potential p, ,
[Eq. (3)] has to be determined self-consistently as
well. For a given density and temperature at each
point both of these self-consistencies have to be
achieved. In addition, the reaction matrix [Eq. (7)]
has to be calculated at these self-consistent values as
well. Consequently the whole procedure is rather in-
volved and tedious and a lot of vigilance has to be ex-
ercised.

The g's are (e.g.)

tan- '[mp, Q„&„(Fs)]g„(Fs,k, , k2) =
17 ply

(6)

where pq is the single-particle level density and the E
matrix satisfies the integral equation

sc„(z,) = v„+v„[Q„/(z,—0,) ]I~„,
where V„is the realistic nuclear interaction and Q„is

&

Q„=[I-n, (k, )][1-n,(k, )],
and Es is the starting energy of the two particles and is
given by

Es = (t'/2m, )(k, +k2 )+ U, (k, )+ U, (k, ). (9)

It should be emphasized that a lot of care must be
taken in calculating K with the above prescription of
Q. We do not go into the intricacies of this here. This
needs a detailed discussion and will be reported else-
where. "

The equation of state is then calculated by

P= —vr 2„dkk n, (k) [ —,
' k de, /dk+ —,

' V, (k)].
(10)

For our purpose we have chosen the Sussex interac-
tion, "which is derived directly from the experimental
phase shifts and has been adjusted to give the simul-
taneous saturation of nuclear matter and finite nuclei.
Other realistic interactions derived from the phase
shifts would not alter the conclusions discussed here.

The entropy has been calculated by the formula

5= —n tx, 2(2n ) 3 d3k(n, (k)Inn, (k)+ [1—n, (k)]in[1 —n, (k)]].
Our equation of state gives 17.3 MeV (for r = 1) for

the critical temperature of the first-order liquid-vapor
phase transition. The importance of this result is that
above this temperature, which is what we are discuss-
ing here, surface, shape, and other specific finite-size
effects are less important and bulk properties of matter
largely dominate. Figure 1 shows the entropy per
baryon as a function of density for different tempera-
tures. The experimental results of Ref. 2 are shown by
the shaded areas. The horizontal, inclined, and verti-
cal lines are for T = 18, 25, and 35 MeV, respectively.
It is gratifying to note that our results are in good
agreement with experiment. The agreement would be
even better if (a) the freezeout density increases with
beam energy as is usually expected and (b) pions and
b, resonances (which begin to show up for tempera-
tures —30 MeV) were taken into account in the cal-
culation as well, since they have been accounted for in
the experimental analysis.

It should be noted, ho~ever, that the agreement

rests on the assumption that the quoted temperatures
can be understood as true temperatures, i.e., as
representing the chaotic nucleon motion at the
freezeout. Taking account of a possible global expan-
sion would probably decrease the temperatures.

It should be emphasized that for very low densities
((0.025 fm ) it is very important to determine the
density very accurately through experimental analysis
before making any meaningful comparison with
theoretical results since the entropy curves are very
steep at these densities.

Our results are in complete agreement with the
low-temperature calculations of Friedman and Pand-
haripande, ' giving us full confidence in our method,
particularly in view of the fact that two entirely dif-
ferent methods with realistic interactions converge at
the same entropy at low temperatures. This statement
is substantiated and enlightened by Fig. 1, where the
dashed lines are the results for the free Fermi gas with
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FIG. 2. Full curves: Entropy per baryon as a function of
baryon density at different temperatures (indicated by the
numbers, in megaelectronvolts) for the free Fermi gas with
an effective mass of m'=1. 5m and with r =1. Dashed
curves: Samefor m =m

DENSITY (fm )

FIG. 1. Entropy per baryon (for r =1) as a function of
density for different values of' temperature (in megaelec-
tronvolts). The shaded regions are the experimental obser-
vations of Ref. 2. Horizontal, inclined, and vertical lines are
for temperatures T = 18, 25, and 35 Me~, respectively, The
dashed curves represent the free-Fermi-gas entropy for an
effective mass m'=0. 7m The numbers on the right give
the temperature (in megaelectronvolts).

an effective mass m'=0. 70m We find that at low

temperatures ( T & 30 MeV) the free Fermi gas with
the above value of m' is a reasonable approximation to
the results of our macroscopic calculation. It seems
that all realistic calculations lead to this value of effec-
tive mass around the Fermi level and therefore to the
same low-temperature entropy. In these calculations,
the effective mass changes when the single-particle en-
ergy increases. This is the main reason for the devia-
tion from the Fermi gas at high temperatures ()30
MeV), as shown by Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the importance of m' at various tem-
peratures. Actually, the free-Fermi-gas entropy follows
a scaling law. When the transformation m' am",
T a T is applied (where n is a numerical con-
stant), the entropy is conserved. The comparison in

Fig. 2 demonstrates the importance of the interaction
in the entropy production. It ~ill be of interest to in-
clude this effect in the experimental analysis as well,
although part of it is inherently built into the clusters
automatically.

In conclusion, we have shown that fully self-

consistent equation of state with realistic JVN interac-
tion gives entropy in good agreement with the recent
experimental data without our assuming the breakup
into two phases. We also suggest that the free Fermi
gas with effective mass is a potentially viable model in
this context and deserves further investigations.
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